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For years, SolidDrive has been providing invisible audio
solutions for homes, retailers, restaurants and more. With
RockSolid™, invisible audio is brought outdoors. The only
rock speaker on the market without grille holes, RockSolid
has the appearance of a decorative boulder while providing
omnidirectional audio coverage.
The secret to RockSolid is SolidDrive’s “Sound Without
Speakers” technology. SolidDrives use very high power
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neodymium magnets and dual symmetrically opposed
motors to convert audio signals into powerful vibrations
that are transferred onto a surface by direct contact. For
RockSolid, two SolidDrive SD1 units are mounted on the
inside of the rock shell, driving the entire rock surface with
your favorite music. Passive EQ modules are included to
fine-tune the audio; a Euroblock connector makes it easy
to attach it to the output of your amplifier. A theft-resistance
bracket is also included.
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The RockSolid shell was designed for SolidDrive by a
company that provides “boulders” to theme parks around
the world. Many visitors to the parks don’t realize the
boulders aren’t real. Your outdoor living space, café or
pool area can now have the same realistic rock appearance paired with the high-quality audio of SolidDrive.
Three colors are available: sandstone, charcoal and red
rock; custom colors can also be manufactured.
RockSolid is proudly made in the USA.
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Mounted inside the RockSolid shell are two SD1sm SolidDrive
surface-mount units. SolidDrive is also available for drywall
(sheetrock) installations in walls or ceilings, direct-mount to
glass, and in a desktop kit for portable uses. For more information, visit soliddrive.com.
Frequency Response: 80-15,000 Hz
Maximum Program Power: 400 watts
Minimum Amplifier Power: 200 watts
Dimensions: 19.5” wide, 21.5” long, 12” high
Coverage Angle: 360°
Drivers: 2 high-impedance (13 Ω) SD1s wired in parallel
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